KAMP wouldn't be what it is without the DJs that put their hearts and souls into making the radio station a vibrant, warm place where students can feel comfortable expressing themselves. DJs are the lifeblood of KAMP and their passion for music is unmatched; to celebrate this, a few of our DJs look back at 2015 and share their favorite songs and albums. Enjoy!!!

Emily Beiser's Top 16 Albums & Songs (in no particular order)
Darling...It's Too Late - Guantanomo Baywatch
Midnight Snack - Homeshake
dc snuff film/waste yrself - teen suicide
Teens of Style - Car Seat Headrest
Very Best of Hinds so Far - Hinds
Look Around - Beat Happening
Timeline - Mild High Club
Nothing bothers me - Triathalon
Currents - Tame Impala
Another One - Mac DeMarco
Max Baker - Tijuana Panthers
Love And Death and All The Rest - Dead Ghosts
You Are Going to Hate This (Single) - The Frights
Gone by the Dawn - Shannon and the Clams
Naked All The Time - Sports
Rose of the Lanes - The Cleaners From Venus
Home Style - The Memories

Betty Yu's Top 6 Albums
1. Another One - Mac DeMarco
2. Carrie & Lowell - Sufjan Stevens
3. Vulnicura - Björk
4. Sometimes I Sit and Think, and Sometimes I Just Sit - Courtney Barnett
5. O.K. - Eskimeaux
6. Swing Straight Up - Dale Head

Isabelle Tuli's Top 8 Albums (in no particular order)
Carrie & Lowell - Sufjan Stevens
Swing Straight Up - Dale Head
Not Feeling It - Closet Goth
No Cities To Love - Sleater-Kinney
Barter 6 - Young Thug
Depression Cherry - Beach House
To Pimp A Butterfly - Kendrick Lamar
We Cool? - Jeff Rosenstock

Daniel Clark's Top 15 Albums
1. To Pimp A Butterfly - Kendrick Lamar
2. Have You In My Wilderness - Julia Holter
3. Carrie & Lowell - Sufjan Stevens
4. Multi-Love - Unknown Mortal Orchestra
5. Art Angels - Grimes
6. Divers - Joanna Newsom
7. Time To Go Home - Chastity Belt
8. Painted Shut - Hop Along
9. Sometimes I Sit and Think, and Sometimes I Just Sit - Courtney Barnett
10. I Love You, Honeybear - Father John Misty
11. Currents - Tame Impala
12. No Cities To Love - Sleater-Kinney
13. In Colour - Jamie xx
14. Depression Cherry - Beach House
15. Vulnicura - Björk

Charlie Franco's Top 15 Albums (in no particular order)
Oblivion Access - Lil Ugly Mane
Garden of Delete - Oneohtrix Point Never
Buy Now - Dj PayPal
Darkest Before Dawn: The Prelude - Pusha T
The Powers That B - Death Grips
Summertime '06 - Vince Staples
Lil Me - Wiki
DS2 - Future
Slime Season 1/2 - Young Thug
Samantha - Toro y Moi
Perception - Ahnna
I Want To Believe - Project Pablo
Dark Energy - Jlin
Hud Dreems - Knowledge
Nymphs IV - Nicholas Jaar

Dylan Wallengren's Top 10 Albums & Songs
1. To Pimp A Butterfly - Kendrick Lamar
2. DS2 - Future
3. Wildheart - Miguel
4. Barter 6 - Young Thug
Sidney Gutierrez-Whitmire's Top 15 Songs
1. Brazil - Declan McKenna
2. Jealousy - Robert Delong
3. Return to the Moon (Political Song For Didi Bloom to Sing, with Crescendo) - EL VY
4. Sister of Pearl - Baio
5. The Ground Walks With Time In A Box - Modest Mouse
6. Halls - Andrew McMahon in the Wilderness
7. Fourth Of July - Sufjan Stevens
8. Stressed Out - Twenty One Pilots
9. First - Cold War Kids
10. The Ghost Of Beverly Drive - Death Cab For Cutie

Colin Bauer's Top 15 Songs
1. Why They Hide Their Bodies Under My Garage? – Girl Band
   - All of my friends hate this song. It combines hardcore, noise, no wave, and techno to create the most Colin Bauer song in the history of songs.
2. Beautiful Blue Sky - Ought
   - It’s like being stuck in a snowstorm while watching an Arizona sunset
3. Phantoms – Elementals
   - I want to marry Elementals. They are my best buds and they make the best music and this is one of my favorite songs of the year.
4. Journey From Andromeda – Negro Galacticus
   - This song. This Song. I don’t even know how to explain my love for it.
5. Polar Bear Or Africa – Jeff Rosenstock
   - This song is so catchy and sad at the same time. Jeff never fails to break my heart every time he writes a song
   - Joy Division and every other good band ever had a child and this is now my favorite band
7. Inanimate Sensation – Death Grips
   - I had to include at least one meme band in this list. It’s mandatory. This song is so tight
8. 4:49 – Winter Break
   - THAT BASS RIFF
9. Wave of History – Downtown Boys
   - Check out the music video for this song. Nothing else has to be said.
10. Back to Sleep – Funeral Advantage
    - This is the pretty side of post punk. Gorgeous Shit.
11. All I Think About (Myself) – Vacation
    - Fun x100000000000000000
12. Must Be Nice - Diners
    - Have you ever cried because of how good Diners are? Probably not, but you should join me next time because I do that a lot.
    - Wavves are a bad band. Cloud Nothings are an amazing band. This song is excellent.
14. Not In Luv – QUARTERBACKS
    - What more do you need than this? Simple drums simple guitar simple words.
15. Chlorine – Title Fight

- PA’s finest. The riff is sick as hell and the overall vibe is excellent.